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 Abstract 
  

 Nowadays the society makes the appearance important due to fashion growth. The sector 

faces the choice to make top quality luxury products or discount products. The Company produces 

alternative brands products that allow everyone to access to quality products at low cost. In order to 

achieve this goal especially when the structure is a lot smaller than the leaders, sourcing and 

production need to be under strong control. Many guidelines are provided by experts, however, few 

can be applied to small structures or if they can, they need to be applied differently with even more 

cost control. Indeed, any error in traceability for instance can be catastrophic. High quality level, fine 

traceability, high rate of production, low-cost sourcing and excellent product availability are targets 

that are highly difficult to reach while keeping low costs. 

 

 In a small structure, every aspect is important and tools are needed to be implemented in 

order to facilitate the communication and the control on every stage of the supply chain. This thesis 

allows us to understand the context, the functioning and the implementation of those tools. 

 

 The main aim of this thesis is to understand the practical, to be compared to the theoretical, 

supply chain management from sourcing to distribution through production and give guidelines to be 

successful.  From this fine description of the supply chain and comparison with large companies, this 

thesis aims to give guiding principles that can be applied in both small and large structures. 

 

 

 

Keywords: supply chain management, supplier relationship, sourcing, quality, production, buying, 

planning, tools, traceability. 
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1 Company presentation 
 

For confidentiality reason, this part of the thesis is not available online. The name of the 

company has been changed to “The Company”, the sector of the company to “The sector” and the 

products manufactured are named as “The product”. 

2 Internship goals and tasks 
 I was assistant manager in supply chain at The Company. Therefore I tend to play different 

roles. I was responsible for inventory control (x * references), production control and quality. I 

managed the activities performed by workers and monitored the production through various 

performance indicators including costs. I assisted the Purchasing Manager to perform the orders for 

raw materials and components and ensure the delivery reliability and safety stocks. Finally, I was 

responsible for the quality of incoming components and finished products. 

 

 I worked in collaboration with the purchasing and production manager and with the director 

for different projects including sales and production analysis.  

 

 Beyond the management tasks, I realised various projects such as changing the frequency of 

deliveries involving sales analysis, sales forecasts, implementation of a tool to monitor the sourcing, a 

tool to of production analysis and development of tool to find the optimal loading of container. 

2.1 Production planning, scheduling and control  
 Planning tasks include keep updated different significant data like sales requirement and 

demand, the current customer purchase order, the stock levels. From those data, we can prepare the 

manufacturing agenda and the buying agenda.  

 For the production, my manager and I allocate manpower per tasks and targets were set. 

During production, I had to check that the targets and quality were reached. Besides, I had to record 

rejects. 

2.2 Buying and stock (x * SKU) control  

 Buying all components by taking into account production plans and lead times was one of the 

tasks I did under the management of the procurement manager. We had to generate purchase 

orders to suppliers. Then, I had to follow the order by checking the confirmation of order and 

following up the delivery schedule until the delivery. During deliveries, quality and quantity were 

checked and if necessary the supplier would be contacted in case of difference with the order. 

 Then, after production, I had to ensure the accuracy of stock levels of both raw materials, 

unfinished and finished goods by keeping updated stock files and doing inventory. Moreover, I had to 

take care of the warehousing planning in order to keep the warehouse tidy and easy to use. 

2.3 Quality control  
 In The sector sector, quality is crucial. I had to take care of quality control of components, 

raw materials and finished products. Quality was checked when components were received and 

during production following different procedures (cf. 3.4. Quality). 
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 In order to keep traceability accurate, I was responsible of the formulation sheets. On those 

formulation sheets were mentioned all the chemicals batch numbers allowing tracing them to their 

source. 

 Before production, I had to check batch numbers and components quality, take samples that 

we would keep 4 years for the traceability. During production, although workers must check the 

quality regularly, I would double-check every hour to ensure quality. 

 Before sending products, the pallets were checked in order to be totally sure. Moreover, I 

had to prepare D/N documents and ensure traceability. 

 We can summarise the duties I had on the following graph. The blue bubbles represent the 

initial duties I was due to do and the green bubbles represent extra projects that I have realised due 

to extra time. 
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3 The Company supply chain operations strategy: the production 
 As explained in the section 1.2. Sector, the demand is highly seasonal and predictable due to 

excellent customer relationships. It has impacted most of the supply chain strategy and design. It has 

indeed determined the supply chain design from the sourcing and batch sizes to capacities of 

production. The strategic objective of The Company is to ensure availability of low cost product and 

the supply chain configuration must obviously support it. The Company's strategy is to build up 

inventory during low demand period to face high demand. It allows the company to exploit 

economies of scale and keep a smooth production rate. The main drawback is to handle and carry 

high inventory. 

  

 To introduce these production lines, we will see the differences for the main activities in the 

following table between the push and the pull system. As explained in the previous paragraph, The 

Company use the push option. 

 

 

Activity Push ("make-then-sell")system Pull ("sell-then-make")system 

Main driver Forecasts 
Structured planning and 
scheduling 

Orders 
Sense and respond using real 
time information 

Buying Is for anticipated needs by 
instructing suppliers 
Focus on costs and quality 

Is for daily needs using involved 
suppliers 
Focus on speed, quality and 
flexibility 

Product Standardised products 
Cost driven 

Can be bespoke and modular 
More quality driven 

Make to order lead time 1-6 months as mainly 'standard' 
products for stock (actually, 

around x * days for The 

Company)  

1-14 days 

Customer lead time Fast and short Slower 

Production Low cost as uses long 
production run lengths 
High average utilisation 

Higher costs and short run 
lengths and fast production line 
changes - excess buffer 
capacity is used 

Inventory Cost is in finished goods and 
uses safety stock 
Stock is viewed as an asset and 
as a protection 

Cost is in raw materials and 
work in progress with little 
safety stock 
Stock is viewed as a liability 

Distribution Storage costs are high with low 
transport costs (as moving in 
bulk) 

Storage costs are low with 
transport costs being higher as 
moving smaller quantities more 
frequently 

 

 The takt-time that sets the pace for the manufacturing lines is: 

           
                      

               
 
                    

                  
          

This low takt-time implies strong planning and  automation.  
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3.1 Production lines 
 The core of The Company's business is to manufacture finished products. Using recognized 

European high grade machinery, renowned for quality and reliability, The Company currently has the 

capacity to produce over x * tonnes of formulation and * units of product container fragrances per 

day. 

 

 The Company has two lines: one semi-automatic and one fully automatic. Both lines can 

perform all needed operations, thus only capacities and set-up times are different. On both lines, 10 

basic operations are required to process products: 

The process to make one product  

  

 Besides those basic operations, some extra operations are required: warehousing when 

components are delivered, then when components are brought to WIP and when finished products 

are sent, quality checks, maintenance…  

Formulation Filling

Batching Cartonising Cellophaning
Merchandising Shipping

Delivery

Warehousing
Delivery

Warehousing

Crimping Putting caps
Putting 
pumps

Bulkpacking 
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 In this section, we will focus on the basic operations in order to have a good understanding of 

the whole production line. 

 

3.1.1 Formulation 

 Formulation is the process of mixing every chemical. A strict procedure is applied in order to 

ensure quality, safety and traceability. 

 * 

Maceration is an operation that consists of letting component1 macerate in a mix of water and 

alcohol in order to extract the active ingredients, impregnate and finally store it.  

 A formulation sheet is given to the worker formulating allowing him to use specific chemicals 

for the made product. In order to ensure traceability (see section 4.3. Traceability), the worker uses 

the formulation sheet allowing him to use product whose batches, name and quantities correspond. 

In case of any difference, the worker would refer to manager who can figure out what are the 

problems and decide to formulate or not.  

 

3.1.2 Filling 

There are two types of filler: pneumatic and volumetric. The first is based on the pressure of 

the air up the liquid and the other is based on the volume of liquid that is filled.   

 

* 

 

The volume to fill to have the same level in each product container can be slightly different 

due to the product container mould variation.  

 

 The drawing station of the product is made up of eight cylinders operated 

by stepping motors that draw the product from a storage container and transfer 

it to the dosing station. The entire operation is PLC-controlled. It sucks up the 

liquid creating a vacuum inside the product container through a pneumatic 

ejector. Cost efficiency, level accuracy and minimum maintenance are main 

characteristics. 

 

  

3.1.3 Putting component3 

 

 This operation consists in inserting component3 in the product containers. This operation is 

always manual because it would be difficult to automate the feeding process. Indeed, in assembly 

automation, the most difficult process to automate is the feeding. Feeders are expensive and 

dedicated to certain parts that imply high cost, very low flexibility, and usually jam. 

 However, depending on the complexity and the flexibility of components, it might be 

possible to automatically feed components. Nonetheless, component3 are not strong and it would 

be very difficult to orientate the component3 in the correct direction since only the head is rigid. The 

floppy pump tube would probably get jammed blocking the whole system. 

 

  

Filling process 
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3.1.4 Crimping 

 

 Crimping is the process of joining the pump and the neck by deforming the ferrule of the 

pump to be held on the neck. The bend of the metal cylinder is called the crimp. 

 

 Crimping is a cold-working assembly process that is used to form a strong bond between in 

this case the work piece (the component3) and a non-metallic component (the glass product 

container neck). The pump cannot be disassembled of the product container neck after this process. 

With a very controlled play, a chuck on the product container compresses the ferrule as we can see 

on the picture on the left. The main advantage is that we can assembly 2 pieces without heating 

them contrary to welding, hence avoiding any thermal deformation on the parts. Besides, it allows to 

fully protecting the product by closing definitely the product containers without any possibility of 

reopening and hence contamination with air. 

 

 This process is really cost effective owing to the process rate, cleanliness and safety. Indeed, 

crimping does absolutely not dirty the tube or the product container on the contrary to welding or 

brazing. 

 

 Finally, a correct crimping is generally guaranteed 10 years which is way over the 4-years 

guaranty of our products. 

 

3.1.5 Putting component2 

  

 This is the process of putting component2 on the component3 and product containers. For 

the same reason than the component3 feeding, it has not been automated. Indeed, it would be 

rather difficult to feed component2 owing to the size and the non-pliability of component2. 

 

 

3.1.6 Batching 

 Batching is one of the most important operations regarding traceability (cf. 4.3. Traceability). 

It allows printing a batch number either on the product container (in the semi-automatic line) or on 

the cartons (in the fully automatic line). The batch number is allocated during the formulation and 

will stay the same for the formulated product for his whole life service. It is a number of 4 figures 

related to the formulation date (for example 1401 would be allocated on the 20th may) where the 

three first figures represents the number of passed days in the current year before formulation (for 

example the 20th may is the 140th day of the year) and the last figure is the last figure of the current 

year (for example 1 in 2011). Therefore those batch numbers are valid for 10 years, which is 6 years 

more than the current law to keep 4 years traceability. 

 

So the batching can be done through 2 processes: 

 

 

 

  Throw ink to print batch 
on component1 Print mechanically the batch 

by pressing a matrix 
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3.1.7 Cartonising 

 Cartonising is the operation that consists in putting the product container which is bulk in a 

carton. This operation can be made either manually or mechanically. 

 Manual method is used for very small batch in order to save set-up time (around 3 hours for 

the automatic). It consists of 3 steps: make the cartons by folding the pre-cut carton, then inserting 

the product container in the carton and finally closing it. 

 Automatic method allows cartonising 

between two and three times faster depending on 

the working force allocated. The machine 

automates the folding of the different parts of the 

cartons. Inserting the product container is still 

manual due to difficulty to insert the product 

container in a soft container and also the different 

paces between the filling line and the cartonising 

line. The batching operation is done during the 

folding saving one operation compared to the 

semi-automatic line. 

 

 

3.1.8 Cellophaning 

 Cellophaning can hardly be done by hand. Indeed, the 

production rate would be around x * pieces/hour for a very 

experimented team. Therefore, it has been automated. The 

Company has two machines that cut, fold and glue the 

cellophane sheet around the cartons. A cellophaning machine 

takes a length of film from a roll and folds it around a product. 

The product can be a single item or a bundle. The folded film is 

closed by means of heated sealing devices. This process is also 

known as overwrapping. Depending on the product, the 

production rate is around * pieces/hour.  

 

 

 A main advantage is an enhanced product appeal with an 

elegant diamond-fold wrap, it does not distort product or printed 

film and the process is for large product size range. Moreover, 

cellophane is very good in case of leak of a product since it would 

contain the liquid. 

 

 

  

The cellophane film folding 

The cartons folding 

Cellophaning process 
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3.1.9 Mixing and matching or packaging 

 All The Company's products are sold mixed or even packaged. This operation consists in 

putting x * products of each of the one in the range in a shipper. This operation needs x * workers 

to reach the production rate: * .For packaging, one uses merchandisers or displays that are used to 

show the products in the shops. 

 This operation can be done directly on line after the cellophaning but this implies to stop the 

line to focus on this particular task demanding a consequent labour. Otherwise it can be done later 

when the production needs are low but this implies warehousing and strong organisation in the 

warehouses. 

 

3.1.10 Shipping 

 Shipping is the last operation before sending. It consists in putting all the shippers made at 

the previous step (with or without merchandisers) on a pallet by respecting the different laws and 

lorries specifications (weight and height). A normal pallet once loaded, approximately weighs 650 kg, 

measures in height 1.75 m and contains between 100 and 112 shippers, i.e. between 3600 and 4320 

units. 

 Then, the pallets are sealed with shrink-wrapping cellophane and tape so it guarantees the 

quality of the products from the loading on lorry to the delivery on customer sites. This is a very 

important step. * 

 

3.1.11 Delivery 

 

 Components are delivered in different quantities and in 

different manners depending on supplier MOQ negotiations and type 

of components. The most important delivery that occurs every 2 

months is the product containers and component2 that are coming 

from x * in 20-feet or even 40-feet container. For those components, 

since the company pays the driver for the actual time spent in the 

factory, the delivery must last as short as possible. 

  

 

 

 The unloading operation takes between x * hours with x workers (x 

unloading the boxes on pallets and one driving the forklift) and the 

warehousing resulting from this delivery takes around x hours with x 

workers. Therefore, the delivery is absolutely not negligible in planning 

since x workers are needed for a day and x other workers for half a day.  

An employee unloading a container 

Utilisation of a forklift to 
unload a container 
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3.1.12 Warehousing 

 Warehousing occurs on different occasions: when raw material and components are 

delivered, when they are brought to WIP area, when the semi-finished or finished products are 

brought to stock and when they are sent. X persons are in charge of the warehousing in order to 

keep the same organisation and also due to trainings on this operation. X person have to have a 

forklift licence. Indeed, driving a forklift is not very difficult but it requires proper training. The 

Company's workers are driving powerful machine and hence need to undergo training for forklifts. 

This is actually required by all industries such as The Company that have businesses relying on lifting 

heavy objects and moving products from place to place. The forklift is definitely a significant machine 

owing to its ability to carry loads of equipment. However, it can also be dangerous if not properly 

operated. In fact, every machine loaded with goods and pallets can turn into a disastrous piece of 

equipment when it is not used properly. Therefore, only worker with forklift licence can work in 

warehouse. 

 * 

 To warehouse, workers used different tools and machines that are very common in industry: 

A forklift, also called a lift truck, a fork truck, or a tow-motor is a powered industrial truck used to lift 

and transport materials. The forklift has become an indispensable piece of equipment in 

manufacturing and warehousing operations. Engines may be diesel, kerosene, gasoline, natural gas, 

butane, or propane fuelled, and may be either Two Stroke Spark Ignition, Four Stroke Spark Ignition 

(common), Two Stroke Compression Ignition, or Four Stroke Compression Ignition (common). In a 

typical warehouse setting most forklifts used have load capacities between one to five tons. Larger 

machines, up to 50 tons lift capacity are used for lifting heavier loads, including loaded shipping 

containers. In addition to a control to rise and lower the forks (also known as blades or tines), the 

operator can tilt the mast to compensate for a load's tendency to angle the blades toward the 

ground and risk slipping off the forks. Tilt also provides a limited ability to operate on non-level 

ground.  

A pallet truck, also known as a pallet jack, pump truck, or jigger is also a tool used to lift and 

move pallets although it is not powered. The front wheels are mounted inside the end of the forks, 

and as the hydraulic jack is raised, the forks are separated vertically from the front wheels, forcing 

the load upward until it clears the floor. The pallet is only lifted enough to clear the floor for 

subsequent travel.  
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3.1.13 Maintenance 

 Maintenance is "a combination of all technical, administrative and managerial actions during 

the live cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform the 

required function task" owing to European Standard EN 13306. Maintenance has actually been 

improved during my internship. The Company is aware that better maintenance would ensure the 

availability of the machines often at optimum costs, consider the safety requirements for both 

machines and workers and finally uphold the durability of the machines and the quality of the 

products. The objective of a maintenance function is thus to keep industrial equipment operating 

safely, efficiently and economically.  

 * This breakdown caused a delay in the production that was not negligible. Therefore, 

currently, this machine is cleaned and possible worn parts are replaced every week. Moreover, the 

maintenance has been generalized to the others machines. 

  

 There are two types of maintenance: 

-the corrective maintenance. It is always unscheduled thus very annoying maintenance that is 

realised after the default has been detected. The costs occur with the labour for repairing, the 

broken parts and the delays for the production. * This is costly and time consuming.  

 

-the preventive maintenance. It is usually scheduled or continuous maintenance that is realised 

before the default is detected. The costs occur with the labour but are generally lower than after 

breakdown happens. Preventive maintenance is performed through inspection, control that lead to 

failure preventing actions such as cleaning, lubrication, coating, adjustment or replacement. Use 

preventive maintenance ensures keeping high machine service level. However, this maintenance 

needs to be planned. 

 

  

 Finally, in order to implement efficient 

preventive maintenance, some extra training 

has to be provided and the tool area used to 

stock the spare parts, the tool to set up or fix 

machines has to be organised in collaboration 

with the maintenance technician and the 

production engineer. In order to make it 

sustainable, one must follow the lean rule: 

 

"Every tool has his place, the right place" 

 

  View of the tool area 
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3.1.14 Production line layout 

 In this paragraph, we will describe the layout of the two lines (semi-automatic and automatic 

lines). * 

 

3.1.15 Conclusion: layout strategy 

 Layout strategy is a combined result of the product variety and volume (product strategy), 

the quality of work life (human resource strategy), the building and site constraints (location 

strategy) and the process equipment and capacity (process strategy). The compromise of those 

criteria leads to a choice between process layout, cellular layout and product layout. For instance, a 

high volume with low variety production leads to a product layout that implies low costs for high 

volume, gives opportunities for specialization of equipments and simplification of material flow 

although it also implies low mix flexibility, possibility of unreliability and repetitive work. On the 

contrary, a low volume with high variety production leads to process layout that implies high mix and 

product flexibility, relative robustness in case of disturbance, relatively easy supervision of 

equipment or plant although it implies low facility utilization and complex flow of materials. 

 The Company's layout is cellular layout balancing the advantages of product layout and 

process layout. Indeed, the cellular layout gives a good compromise between cost and flexibility for 

relatively high‐variety operations, allows faster throughput and increase worker motivation. 

However, it usually leads to high cost when rearranging, duplication of equipments implying lower 

utilisation rate. * 

 

 In order to maintain continuous flow, The Company needs to: 

• Level the volumes, i.e. operate the cell with as little volume fluctuation as possible 

• Level the product mix, i.e. decide about the most appropriate batch sizes to run before a change 

over 

 

 Levelling volume is very important because there are larger fluctuations over extended 

periods that require capacity much over the one calculated on average long-run demand (people, 

machines, material). However, in The Company, as the average long-run demand is quite stable even 

if the seasonal aspect makes the season very active, a supermarket of end-items takes up the day to 

day fluctuation which allows for levelling of the cell load. 

 Fluctuations are very difficult to predict. Indeed, customer is not the only source of 

fluctuation. Variation in process performance can occur due to breakdown, quality problems, 

material stock out… * 

 

Those fluctuations are therefore very difficult to plan and they require a very quick answer 

not to make the situation more serious. Thus, managers need to be aware of problems and monitor 

them and can act by for instance adding more inventory down- and upstream. 

 

 Levelling the product mix is also very important because large batches make lead time 

longer. Thus, this forces to keep more inventory to cover the forecasted demand and the customer 

order variation during lead time down- and up the stream. Therefore, in order to decrease lead time, 
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one needs to level the mix while keeping in mind that allowing smaller batches would imply less 

productivity rate due to set up time. 

3.2 A tool to analyse the production 
 In order to monitor the production rate and the time spent on each activity (and maybe take 

actions), I have designed this tool with Visual Basic that allows to record everyday's production. A 

worker is responsible to write the precise figures on a standard production sheet and the production 

assistant manager would enter those figures that are then analysed automatically. He must enter 

production sheet number, day of production, the batch, the project, the start and end hour of task, 

the used line, realised activities, the range of manufactured product, the product, the target, the 

results, the broken units and the number of people allocated to the tasks. 

 

 Then, all those figures are saved on an excel file and an analysis is realised for the average 

year production and for the project. Below are the average figures after 6 months: 

* 

Total produced units  

Broken units  

% of broken units  

 

 

 

Activities 
Hours spent 
 on each activities 

Percentage of  
each activities in time 

Bulkpacking   

Cartonising   

Cellophaning   

Warehousing   

Formulation   

Merchandising   

Main window from the production analysis recording tool 
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3.3 Health and safety – special precaution in The sector sector 
  

 

 Health and safety are usually subjects that are not 

studied at university; however this aspect of the industry is 

really important and have strong influences on the 

management. Therefore, we will see in this section what 

are the duties of employers (and thus managers), what are 

the duties of workers and what are the effects of HSE 

(Health and Safety Executive) on the supply chain. 

  

 

 

 

 

3.3.1 Duties of employers 

 Employers have strong responsibilities and are fully liable in case of accidents. For instance, if 

an employee is killed during an operation whose risks were not explained to him, the employers 

could face prison. Therefore, employers needs to: 

-decide what could harm workers in their tasks and the precautions to stop it. This is part of risk 

assessment and has been done in The Company. Many different informative panels depending on 

the area and the jobs are displayed at strategic places. *  

-explain in a very comprehensible way how risks will be controlled and tell workers who is 

responsible for this. This is done through informative panels and training is provided when every 

employee gets hired in the company. 

-consult and work with workers and health and safety representatives in protecting everyone from 

harm in the workplace. Indeed, some visitors such as drivers, engineers or salesman are coming to 

the factory and every worker or manager is liable to explain to them the risks. 

-free of charge, give workers the health and safety training they need to do their job. 

*  

-free of charge, provide workers with any equipment and protective clothing they 

need, and ensure it is properly looked after. For instance, gloves must be provided 

and easily accessible. In warehouses, helmets and safety jackets are used by every 

person entering including managers and visitors.  

-provide tcomponent1ets, washing facilities and drinking water. An external 

company takes care of the drinking water dispenser that is inspected every 3 

months. There are tcomponent1ets and washing facilities in each floor. 

-provide adequate first-aid facilities. *  

-report major injuries and fatalities at work to the Incident Contact Centre or online. The Company 

has never experienced major injuries mostly due to the excellent training and explanations provided. 

-have insurance that covers workers in case they get hurt at work or ill through work. 

Informative panel at the 
warehouses entrance 

Informative panel 
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-work with any other employers or contractors sharing the workplace or providing employees (such 

as agency workers), so that everyone’s health and safety is protected. This is done through training 

for regular visitors or for new employees. 

 

3.3.2 Duties of workers 

  

 On the other side, the health and safety cannot be a success if not every employee plays the 

game. Therefore, employees must: 

-follow the training they have received when using any work items that employer has given them. 

Any breach of discipline would eventually lead to blame or even dismissal since very serious problem 

could occur. 

-take reasonable care of their own and other people’s health and safety. 

-co-operate with the employer on health and safety. When further risks are noticed, workers refer 

them to managers. Besides, they must tell someone (employer, supervisor, or health and safety 

representative) if they think the work or inadequate precautions are putting anyone’s health and 

safety at serious risk. Thus, preventive actions could be taken. 

 

 

3.3.3 Effects of HSE (Health and Safety Executive) on the supply chain 

 As previously stated in the introduction, most of HSE effects on the supply chain are under 

estimated. Indeed, avoiding pollution and danger are not easy to do. Cleanliness and tidiness are very 

important since contamination could occur. As a result, it needs to be included in the planning. To 

clean and tidy their working space (it does not include specific cleaning task during formulation and 

machine maintenance), workers stop working 10 minutes earlier every day, which costs around: 

 
              

  
                                            which is not negligible 

when we know that the total component costs is *£ 

 Besides this cost, it influences the productivity since 2% of the working hours are dedicated 

to cleaning and tiding which do not bring any value. 

  

 It also influences the buying. * As the container can host only a limited amount of drums and 

IBC (800kg container), the delivery, formulation and production planning need to be coordinated. 

This influences the quantity orders and the delivery frequencies allowing fewer margins of 

negotiations. 
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3.4 Quality 
 The Company’s products quality is an essential characteristic. While having low costs 

products, the quality needs to be correct. Therefore, each stage is checked and no waste is allowed. 

Obviously this is not easily achievable; however, procedures have been set to achieve minimum 

waste and bad quality products. * 

 

3.4.1 Quality standards 

 Quality can be defined as "Degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfils 

requirements" by ISO 9000. It can also be defined as the "degree of customer satisfaction". In both 

those definitions appear two concepts: characteristics and customer satisfaction. 

3.4.1.1 Characteristics 

 Products characteristics and specifications leading to good quality are difficult to define. * 

Consequently, the components costs need to be quite low. In this context, which characteristics is 

the consumer looking to be delighted of his buying?  

 

 * 

 

 The difficulty that companies face in The sector sector is to measure the quality 

characteristics because most of them are totally qualitative * Therefore, the customer satisfaction is 

hard to evaluate. 

3.4.1.2 Customer satisfaction 

 Customer satisfaction is basically relying on the features of the products, on the conformance 

to requirements, on the reliability, on the durability, on the aesthetic, the timely delivery, the 

serviceability, the organizational responsiveness, the courtesy, the ease of access and 

communication, the security and the understanding. 

3.4.2 Costs 

  

In a sector striving for low cost production, it is 

essential to look at the different costs that could occur 

in order to be able to minimise them. As on the 

opposite graphic, we can see that there is an optimal 

point where the total cost is minimum. 

 

The costs occurring are: 

- Internal failure costs 

- External failure costs 

-Appraisal costs occurs 

-Prevention costs Optimal point for total cost in quality 
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3.4.2.1 Internal failure costs occur due to 

 -Scrap for example when there is spillage during formulation or breakages during production due to 

bad set up. 

 -Rework *  

-Failure analysis. When a failure is detected, the cause needs to be found. We can use different tool 

analysis such as matrix diagram or Pareto diagrams. *  

 -Scrap and rework-supplier. * 

-100% inspection. When quality is only checked by inspection, it is more time-consuming. 

- Re-inspection, reset in case of wrong set up or wrong inspection. 

3.4.2.2  External failure costs occur due to 

- Warranty charge. When customers experience troubles with their products, they are in right to ask 

for replacement or refunding. * 

- Complaint adjustment. This would possibly be for the care of complaints however this is managed 

by the production manager and is very rare so it does not really occur. 

-Returned material. When customers send back material due to a default, the transport of goods and 

the rework shall be charged to supplier. * 

3.4.2.3  Appraisal costs occurs due to 

-Incoming inspection and test. When components are received, samples are taken and compared to 

standards. This is a time-consuming, crucial and complex operation, hence costly. 

- In-process inspection and test. Workers take time to inspect and test products (especially crimping, 

product level in product container and cleanliness). This is also time-consuming. 

-Final inspection and test. Samples are taken by quality manager and analysed.  

-Product quality audits. *  

-Maintaining accuracy of test equipment. *  

3.4.2.4 Prevention costs occurs due to 

-Quality planning. Indeed, to avoid quality default, maintenance operations (cf. 3.1.13. Maintenance) 

are planned. 

-New-product review. When new products are created and manufactured. Special care is taken to 

avoid serious trouble. * 

-Process planning and control. The machines are set up and planning this operation and then 

controlling it is crucial. 

-Supplier quality evaluation. Every new supplier needs to show good performance on quality. * Trips 

focusing on quality evaluation and price negotiation can be particularly costly for a small structure. 

Moreover, every new component needs evaluation and compliance with very strict specifications. 

-Training. Employees are regularly trained on quality and technicians go to technical seminars that 

help them to ensure ideal machine set up. 

 Those four costs can rise very critically in case of non strict procedures and quality 

management. In The Company, the focus is on the customer and every worker feels involved in the 

quality by having some responsibility during one of the crucial step in the process.  
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3.4.3 The Company's quality strategy 

 There are two types of quality: quality assurance and quality control. The differences 

between them are crucial and in order to examine The Company's strategy, we will first define those 

two. 

  

 Quality assurance is the strategy allowing the prevention of defects, such as by the 

deployment of a quality management system and preventive activities like failure mode and effects 

analysis (FMEA). Quality Assurance activities basically include a planned procedures conducted by 

personnel. Its main advantage is to limit the internal and external failure costs by avoiding any 

defects thus avoiding scrap, rework... However, it implies essential collaboration with suppliers to 

ensure the components and raw material quality, strong planning of operation, important 

maintenance. 

   

 Quality control is the strategy allowing the detection of defects, most commonly associated 

with testing or inspection which takes place within a quality management system typically referred 

to as verification and validation. Quality Control is a system of routine technical activities, to measure 

and control the quality. Its main advantage is the low prevention costs and flexibility. The drawbacks 

are higher amount of rework and scrap owing to the lateness of the defects detection. However, the 

better is a quality control system, the earlier defects are detected allowing corrective actions. 

 

 The Company chose to make a compromise and use both of the types of quality system 

making the The Company's system flexible and quite reliable while limiting quality costs. 

 

 The most important point is to collaborate with suppliers for the quality. Indeed, since in the 

manner of Airbus, The Company is an assembler, most of the quality troubles can occur from 

components (it is the same for engines for instance for Airbus). Therefore, The Company strives to 

ensure that the supplied goods quality is perfect, i.e. respecting all the requirements. * 

 The Company also relies on suppliers to help in design. *  

 From the delivery of the components, the quality system slightly evolves to quality control. 

At The Company, the quality is actually controlled as soon as the products come in. Indeed, if one 

accepts the product without checking quality or after having done a non-meticulous quality check, 

many troubles can occur during the production or even later on* Therefore, as soon as goods are 

delivered, the quality is checked by following a strict procedure. Obviously the procedure is different 

for each component owing to their intrinsic properties. 

 * 

  

 During the production, different controls must be realised both by workers and managers. It 

is very important to involve workers in the quality control: since they manufacture the product and 

are in constant contact with it, they know better the product*. Besides, the quality manager check 

the products every x * hour and before delivery. 
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3.4.4 Conclusion 

 By having those strategy, The Company has been able to provide full service and limit the 

waste at less than x *%. Hence The Company has succeeded to: 

•Satisfy customers: the customers are delighted 

• Improve the process performance  

• Integrate and improve HR to meet the quality standard 

• To maintain the improved performance and continually improve 

4 The Company supply chain operations strategy: the 

purchasing/sourcing 

4.1 Sourcing 
 In a low cost supply chain, sourcing is particularly crucial since the cost of components and 

their transportation account for a very high percentage of the selling price (more than x *% for The 

Company's products). Therefore, The Company strives to get the best quality at the lowest cost 

possible and for this reason has sourced some components in x * where production costs are low. 

Successful sourcing can be reached if one follows those rules: 

-Identify and select supply sources when not predetermined 

-Manage business rules, assess supplier performance, and maintain data 

-Manage inventory, capital assets, incoming product, supplier network, import/export requirements, 

supplier agreements and supply chain source risk 

-Schedule deliveries; receive, verify, and transfer product; and authorize supplier payments.  

 

 We will in this part study those rules and see how The Company are using them to allow total 

cost of products at less than x*£ for all the components. The Company strategy of production as 

described in the production system section is to buy large amount of each components of one range 

and process them in small batches in order to compromise on the economies of scale for higher cost 

components, the production organisation and the inventory costs. To have an idea of which 

components are crucial, we can see the repartition of costs per component on the graph below: 

* 

4.1.1.1 Selection of suppliers and supplier collaboration 

 The first question we will study is how many suppliers we need for one component. The 

Company decided to depend mostly of multiple sources for every component or raw materials. They 

do not want ten sources but they might encourage competition between vendors right from the 

product development stage. * 
 The main advantage to have multiple sources is that the supplier’s performance is getting 

higher. From those processes of selection, The Company has succeeded to create long term 

relationship with their supplier. For instance, they did not change their main product container 

manufacturer located in x * since 10 years. Having fewer suppliers with long term relationship allows 

The Company to: 
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-reduce administration cost  

- improve supplier’s reliability due to business trust  

-provide quicker responses  

-allow a better customization of products and services because the customer knows that investment 

would not be in vain. 

 

 When a company has only few suppliers, it is more dependent on them, causing a greater 

need for supplier reliability. A failure to deliver a product or a component bad quality can be 

catastrophic. For instance, the product containers are mostly sourced from one company and 

lateness in delivery due to their distant location (more than 1 month transport) implies replanning of 

production. Reliability might also include timely communications and responsiveness from the 

supplier to solve problems and meet customer demand issues firms may face. Reliability also works 

both ways in lean supply chain management. Firms should seek to establish long term, contractual 

relationships with suppliers so suppliers can count on them to support their business needs.  

 Moreover, for safety reasons, one should choose more than one supplier. For instance, 

financial troubles or even factory troubles could provoke serious delays. As an illustration of this in 

1997 Toyota was affected by a fire at a supplier of brake parts that cost the company an estimated 

$195 million and 70,000 units of production. The fire was at a plant that was the sole supplier of 

brake parts for all but two Toyota models and forced the company to shut its 18 assembly plants in 

Japan for a number of days. As a result Toyota embarked on a review of components that were 

sourced from a single supplier. 

 

 We have seen that a successful company should focus on having few suppliers, around 2-3. 

We are now examining the criteria that we need to take in consideration when we want to establish 

new relationships. Obviously, one of the essential criteria is the price. In a globalised business, 

competition is very developed. Therefore, by comparing different suppliers and playing the 

competition off of each other, a company can get the best price out of their suppliers. However, 

further criteria that add costs that are also finally paid by the buyer must be 

examined: 

-quality, e.g. errors, defects, returns 

-delivery, e.g. modes, time scales. Indeed, transportation costs have been 

growing for years due to rise in component1 price. Therefore when a 

company decides to source from very distant areas, it must think about the 

possible rise in the transportation costs. The Company decided to source 

mostly in Europe to reduce transportation costs (and lead time) except for the 

product container due to its relative high cost of manufacture.  

-delivery performance, e.g. non-availability, unreliability. 

-lead time, e.g. stock financing. Some of the products, such as chemicals, 

required to be delivered in a very short lead time because buying planning is 

very difficult to make and their stocking is complicated due to HSE rules (cf 3.2. HSE). Therefore, this 

criterion is essential for hardly planned components consumption. 

-packing, e.g. point of display repacks 

-warehousing, e.g. extra handling. For instance, some suppliers charge when they store the 

components for the buyer. In order to manage the cash flow, suppliers can handle some of the 

components until needed (thus most of components are delivered just on time). * 

Petrol rise last ten years 
influences transportation 
costs 
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-inventory, e.g. product deterioration. Some products have a consumption date (especially 

chemicals) and the supplier must take this in consideration and try to manufacture the products as 

late as possible. 

-administration, e.g. orders processing 

-initial procurement costs, e.g. design, installation, purchase or leasing fees and charges. For 

instance, moulds are created for product container manufacture. Each mould costs approximately 

x*£ and this cost has to be integrated in the negotiation as only long term relationship can be 

considered to make the investment profitable. In the same manner, cartons suppliers require initial 

investment to create equipment that would be used to print. 

-future cost, e.g. all operating costs (rent, rates, cleaning, inspection, maintenance, repair 

placement/renewals, energy dismantling, disposal, security and management). 

 

 

 Below, we can see where The Company sources their components. We can see that most of 

the components are sourced close to plant location. Those suppliers' locations allow to get the best 

trade off between price, lead time, quality and transportation cost. However, * would have that high 

production costs in Europe that the transportation costs and long lead time (more than 2 months) 

are balanced. 

 

* 
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Another example: Toyota 

 The Company has surprisingly a lot of similarities with Toyota who is recognised to be one of 

the most successful companies in their supplier relationships. Indeed, Toyota as The Company selects 

local companies and gives them small orders to begin with and expects them to meet certain cost, 

quality and delivery parameters. If suppliers coped with the first orders well, Toyota awards them 

with larger contracts and teaches them their ways of doing business. When this relationship is 

settled, they strive to improve by following six distinct steps that we can see on the graph below: 

 However, Toyota has tremendously more means than The Company. They can succeed by 

reaching the last stage with every of their suppliers. The Company managed to follow the first stage. 

Indeed, the sourcing manager has to visit each of the suppliers’ facilities. If the facility does not 

Conduct join improvement activities 

 Exchange best practices with suppliers 

 Initiate kaizen projects at suppliers' facilities 

 Setup supplier study group 

Share information intensively but selectively 

 Set specific times, places and agendas for meetings 

 Use rigid formats for sharing information 

 Insist on accurate data collection 

 Share information in a structured fashion 

Develop suppliers' technical capabilities 

 Build suppliers' problem-solving skills 

 Develop a common lexicon 

 Hone core suppliers' innovation capabilities 

 

Understand how your supplier work 

 Learn about suppliers' businesses 

 Go see how suppliers work 

 Respect suppliers' capabilities 

 Commit to coprosperity 

 

Supervise your suppliers 

 Send monthly report cards to core suppliers 

 Provide immediate and constant feedback 

 Get senior managers involved in solving problems 

Turn supplier rivalry into opportunity 

 Source each component from one to three vendors 

 Create compatible production philosophies and systems 

 Set up joint ventures with existing suppliers to 

transfer knowledge and maintain control 
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respect The Company’s requirements, the supplier would be asked either to evolve or be rejected. 

Then, constant formal and informal communication is kept up allowing the company to understand 

how the supplier works and what they are able to do. 

 The second stage of the Toyota supplier strategy is also followed by The Company. 

Nonetheless, the difference in means does not allow The Company to set up joint ventures. In fact, 

most of The Company’s suppliers are hugely larger, which allow them to have low production costs. 

Besides, The Company as Toyota tries to supply from one to three vendors as we can see below: 

Component Number of suppliers 

Comp. 1 5 
Comp. 2 2 
Comp. 3 2 
Comp. 4 2 
Comp. 5 1 
Comp. 6 2 
Comp. 7 1 
Comp. 8 1 
Average 2 
 Number of supplier per component 

As we can see, the average of number of The Company’s suppliers is 2. In comparison, Toyota has 

around 1.8 suppliers per component and most of successful companies have between 1 and 3 

suppliers. However, we must remind that only one supplier is selected for the components of one 

product although there are usually several suppliers for products components per range. 

 The Company, being a small company, would have difficulties to follow the next stages. 

However, The Company has followed some of the Toyota rules of the next stages. For example, The 

Company gives immediate and constant feedback on the components quality enhancing suppliers 

supervising. Besides, meetings and information systems are organised allowing better sharing of 

information. Any problem on quality for instance would be described from the same manner: 

pictures of the defect and providing of measurement of different parameters described in the quality 

check procedure. Then, a formal meeting would be organised to examine the causes of those 

problems and solutions of solving. 

 The last stage is mostly possible for large companies, however The Company collaborates 

also on design, for instance on the product container so the production would be made easier for our 

suppliers. 

 

 One of the sourcing 

efficiency can be measured by the 

supply lead time. On the right, we 

can see the average (over all 

suppliers) supply lead time in weeks 

for each of the components. We 

can see that except for *, the 

supply lead time is relatively short 

which allows flexibility in the 

production planning.  
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4.1.1.2 Business rules and import/export requirements 

 One aspect that is not often treated is the business rules that need to be respected when 

importing components from abroad. In this section, we will briefly describe the necessary documents 

used in global trade and business documents. 

Documents for import 

 Packing list: this document reserves the shipping space based on the gross weight or the 

measurement shown in the packing list. Customs uses the packing list as a check-list to verify 

the outgoing cargo (in exporting) and the incoming cargo (in importing). The importer uses 

the packing list to inventory the incoming consignment. 

 Commercial invoice: is a record or evidence of transaction between the exporter and the 

importer. It is similar to an ordinary sales invoice, except some entries specific to the export-

import trade are added.  

 Bill of lading or consignment note (in air, road, rail or sea transport) are transport 

documents. The bill of lading (B/L) serves as a receipt for goods, an evidence of the contract 

of carriage, and a document of title to the goods. The carrier issues the B/L according to the 

information in a dock receipt, or in some cases according to a completed working copy of the 

B/L supplied by the customs broker. 

 Certificate of origin: is a document certifying the country in which the product was 

manufactured, and in certain cases may include such information as the local material and 

labour contents of the product. 

Documents of business/transaction  

 Proforma invoice is basically an advance copy of the final invoice. It is different from a 

quotation. The proforma invoice is often used by the importer to apply for a letter of credit 

(L/C) and foreign exchange (import) allocation. 

 Purchase order is a commercial document issued by a buyer to a seller, indicating types, 

quantities, and agreed prices for products or services the seller will provide to the buyer. 

Sending a purchase order to a supplier constitutes a legal offer to buy products or services. 

Nowadays, purchase orders are electronically sent and some large companies even automate 

their sending when a predetermined stock level is reached. 

 Order acknowledgment is a commercial document issued by a seller to a buyer confirming 

the purchase order. Besides, it confirms the delivery date. 

Documents for chemicals 

 Certificate of analysis is a document usually issued as proof of product composition or 

contents. It is obtained from an independent testing laboratory. 

 Safety data sheet is a form with data regarding the properties of a particular substance. It is 

intended to provide workers and emergency personnel with procedures for handling or 

working with that substance in a safe manner, and includes information such as physical 

data. 
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Factoring 

 Factoring is a financial transaction whereby a business job sells its accounts receivable (i.e., 

invoices) to a third party (called a factor) at a discount. This kind of transaction is widely used in 

business in order to ensure on-time guaranteed payments. Below, we can understand the principle 

of factoring: 

The 
Company

Selling 
company

Customer

Factoring 
company

Factoring company pays the debt for the product

Settles a debt for sold product

Factoring company buys the debt for the product

Explanation of the factoring system 

4.1.1.3 The supply chain chart: a tool to help planning and checking procurement 

 Procurement is the process in which the supplier sends product in response to customer 

orders. There are several steps that are crucial and necessary. As seen in the previous section, many 

documents are to be provided by both the buyer and the seller and mistakes could be dramatic. 

Therefore, The Company managers wanted to implement the new tool designed by the director who 

has been working in supply chain for decades. This tool would allow helping to plan the procurement 

and check at what stage every project is. It would be simpler to detect if one of the orders is blocked 

at a stage and thus take actions. Besides, it would ensure the traceability. In this section, we will first 

explain the different steps that are needed until the component is in WIP. Then, we will see how the 

tool is organised (in the limit defined by confidentiality) and finally we will conclude on the benefits 

that have brought this new tool after months of utilisation.  

 

Stages from the order to WIP 

 First, a planning for the buying of the different components for a whole range is established. 

Then, a purchase order (cf 4.1.1.2. Business rules and import/export requirements) is issued by the 

buyer, then an order acknowledgment is sent by the supplier to confirm delivery date, price, quantity 

and types of product. The product is then delivered on-time or late compared to the confirmed 

delivery date. Owing to schedule of the quality manager, the quality inspection is done immediately 

or postponed. Then, the components are stocked until they enter in production sometimes some 

days even weeks after reception. This process is summarised on the graph below: 

Order 
acknoledgement

Planning of 
procurement

Delivery Quality check WIPPurchase order

 

Stages to get a component to WIP 
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Organisation of the supply chain tool 

 This tool is based on the software Microsoft Excel 2003. There are two modules: one for 

planning the buying (quantities and date of delivery) and the production (batches sizes) and one for 

checking the advancement of projects. 

 The first module could be considered as a MRP (Materials Requirement Planning) system 

since it allows determining the types, the quantities and the needed delivery date for each 

component. This module planning first creates a new page for every new project (a project is the 

whole process of manufacturing a production run of a range) that is organised as below: 

 The input parameters are the batches sizes, the total product container order quantity (that 

is the driver for every project due to its highest minimal order quantities compared to other 

components) and the stock level (that comes from the last stock take). From those input parameters, 

the software calculates the quantities to order for each component (included chemicals) and the 

components needed and level of stock before and after each batch. This allows sending directly 

orders to suppliers and preparing the production planning from the batches sizes. 

 Then when the purchase orders are sent, we start to use the second module that allows 

checking the status of each purchase order issued for every needed component. This chart is 

essentially organisational and visual. No automatic calculations are made although visual indicators 

are activated in case of problem (product not delivered after a planed delivery date). Each purchase 

order, i.e. order of components (for instance, x * product containers or *kg of component 1) is 

represented by a square that follows the chart owing to the status of the order. The chart is 

organised as below: 

 

 

Specifies the confirmed 

date of delivery 

Delivery 

Specifies: 

 -if the products have 

been delivered 

-For each component, 

types of products, 

quantities, price and 

purchase order number 

Quality check 

Specifies: 

 -if the products have 

been inspected 

-For each component, 

types of products, 

quantities, price and 

purchase order number 

WIP 

Components 

 

Specifies the 

status of each 

component per 

product 

Summary 
project 

 

 

Specifies: 

 -if the purchase order has 

been issued 

-For each component, 

types of products, 

quantities, price and 

purchase order number 

Purchase order 

Specifies: 

 -if the purchase order has 

been confirmed 

-For each component, 

types of products, 

quantities, price and 

purchase order number 

Order acknowledgement 

For each component/product: 

-Total stock 

-Total order needed 

-Purchase order number 

-Estimate date of arrival 

Batch 1 with: 

-needed quantities 

-level of stock 

before and after 

batch 1 

Batch 2 with: 

-needed quantities 

-level of stock 

before and after 

batch 3 

Components 

Products of the project 

 
The same than  

batch 1 and 2  

until the last batch 
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 Every project is represented by a column and  every component is represented by a line. At 

the intersection is a square that represents the purchase order. When a stage is completed (for 

instance, if a purchase order has been confirmed), then the corresponding square moves to the next 

stage (for our example to order acknowledgement). If a square stays at the same status too long or if 

the delivery date is not respected, the square turns red; otherwise, it stays green. This tool is very 

visual which is one of the best way to control and monitor events owing to Toyota management 

principles. 

4.1.1.4 Other tools used 

  I designed a special tool with Visual Basic that allows calculating the loading of a container 

from the quantities and dimensions of the boxes. This tool was designed only for the product 

containers and component2 loading and the assumption of equal amount of component2 and 

product containers has been done. 

 Indeed, I noticed that the loading plans and capacities of containers sent by suppliers were 

not optimal for our case. More than 5% were not used due to miscalculations from the suppliers. I 

decided to create a software that would give us how much we can load from each range. Therefore, 

this software shall calculate the weight and the volume of the total and then compare it to the 

container specifications and loading limitations. Moreover, we wanted that this software creates 

automatically the loading map for the container that we send to the supplier so they can update 

their own. Finally, this software needed to be very user-friendly; as a result, the design is excessively 

uncluttered. 

 

 

 

 

When one opens the software, the opposite window 

appears. First, there are two entry parameters: 

-type of container: 20-feet or 40-feet are available 

because only those two are used for our deliveries. 

-Product: this is to indicate which products shall be 

loaded in this container. 

 

 

 

 

 In a database saved in the program are stored all the dimensions and weight of boxes. Thus, 

six data are saved: box capacity, box height, box length, box width, gross weight per box and net 

weight per box. Therefore, the total weight and total volume calculation are the following: 

 

                             
          

            
   

               

            
 
                       

            
 

 

 

 

              
               

            
                                   

Number of boxes 

Weight of components Weight of boxes 

Parameters selection window 
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 Then, after having selected the two first parameters (in our example, we want to load in a 

20-feet container, products from the range 1 and 2*), three frames appear: one with the 

specifications and the loading limitations of the container, one with the range1 quantities and one 

with range2 quantities that the user estimated to load. The user can then enter the products 

quantities (in our example, we load 4790 units of every range1 products range and 22464 units of 

every range2 products range). 

 The output is a frame where the total weight and the total full volume percentage are 

calculated. If one of those two output parameters exceeds the container limitations, the frame turns 

red, otherwise it stays green.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Once the optimal loading is selected, the user can save a file in .pdf with the schematic map 

of loading and diverse information. Below, we can see the map of loading that has been generated 

for our example: 

 

 

 

 

On this map, the supplier can find 

how many boxes of product 

containers and component2 are to 

be loaded for each range and how 

it should be loaded in an optimal 

way.  

Result window in case of correct loading Result window in case of wrong loading 

Map of loading 

Range1 

Range2 
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4.2 Inventory management 
 Inventory allows a company to face the demand. The lower the inventory level is, the more 

efficient a supply chain is. Indeed, inventory represents a major cost. However, inventory is 

sometimes necessary. In this sector, the demand is really easy to forecast but is highly seasonal: 

consumers are more likely to buy sector as Christmas gifts in December. Therefore, The Company 

builds up products stocks all year long to prepare this period although minor sales occurs all year 

round. Besides, long lead time for the product container, the major component, and large minimum 

order quantity (more than 100000 units) to exploit economies of scale in production and 

transportation implies high raw material stock level because the factory needs to handle around 2 

months of raw material stock. The rest of components are delivered either in one delivery if there 

are strong economies of scale or in several partial deliveries if there are no minimum order 

quantities. For instance, component3 can be delivered by batch of 30000 units without any variation 

of prices. As a result, the WIP stock is usually very low and with this low delivered order size, The 

Company can decrease the stock handling cost and manage more easily their cash-flow while having 

a high level of responsiveness. The Company's way of holding inventory can be compared to apparel 

supply chain such as Zara that keeps high inventory levels in order to have a high level of 

responsiveness at a retail stage. This kind of system is usually not very efficient but in sector as in 

fashion sector, the consumer does not want to wait for products. If they are not available, then he 

would go to another shop and take another brand. By keeping high level of finished products stocks 

(around 100 days compared to a global average between 62 and 78 days), The Company has a 100% 

level of availability. However, this low stock turn (around 4) is showing the quite low efficiency of the 

supply chain. 

 Below, we can see the evolution of the stock level compared to sales and production along 

the year. We can see that the production is relatively stable but the demand is a lot higher from July 

to November when the customers (the retailers) are buying their Christmas period stock. Therefore, 

the stock is continuously rising from January to July (its maximum).  

 

 
 When possible, every company and so does The Company shall try to hold a minimum 

inventory level without increasing costs and reducing responsiveness. The main trade-off in inventory 

Units 

Month of the year 

Production, sales and stock level in 2010 

Production 

Sales 

Stock 

* 
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management is between the responsiveness that results from more inventory and the efficiency that 

results from less inventory. 

 The Company demand is very seasonal and inventory needs to be built up during low season 

to face the predictable high demand during the high season. If it is possible to increase considerably 

enough the capacities of production, then the production could adjust its stock and its production 

rates in a short period. However, due to high cost of labour and the non exploitation of the 

capacities, companies are more likely to establish a smooth production rate. As we have previously 

seen on the graph, The Company chose to have a constant production rate (around x * units/month) 

and build up its inventory during period of lower demand (basically from January to July). The trade-

off that managers face is between the cost of handling seasonal inventory (more than x * units in 

July) and the cost of having a more flexible production rate.  

 Nivea Sun faces the same trade-off with their sun cream that are mostly sold between June 

and September. The first issue they look at was the holding cost of their products. Holding costs were 

very low relative to the revenue received per unit, so it was worthwhile to produce at a constant 

level. They have conclude that even if Nivea Sun mostly sell their items during the summer, the 

production in fall that was held as inventory during winter and spring was worthwhile since holding 

costs were low enough. Another issue they looked at was how chasing demand was affecting their 

production schedule. Nivea produces many other products that are less seasonal, and a simple 

reallocation of resources was made possible. 

 Another example of this seasonality problem is in the lawn mower industry. Most of their 

products are sold during summer and most of the manufacturers were troubled about their 

production schedule during winter. Most of them have decided to begin to produce snow blower 

which is a perfect fit as it is a similar design with an opposite seasonality. In the same manner, The 

Company manufactures other products than x* as contractor during low season and can as a 

consequence keep the same production rate all year long.  
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4.3 Traceability 

4.3.1 What is traceability? 

 Traceability is a procedure set up to follow the product from the supplier to the sale point. 

The main aim of traceability is to identify a product, a batch of products or even a service in order to 

remove it from shops and warehouses with all safety guarantees in case of non conformity or danger. 

Moreover, traceability has also the advantage to take effect before the trouble occurs by allowing 

controlling components quality from the supplier (or even from the supplier of supplier). This allows 

to better control costs of non-quality occurring usually at the last step, the sale. This is part of quality 

assurance that has been explained in section 3.4. Quality. 

 Through traceability procedure, it is easier to identify raw material and finished products 

flows, which is also a very interesting tool for marketing and after sales services. 

 In brief, traceability allows improving quality, service and total efficiency of a company. For 

safety reason, traceability is compulsory in different fields such as sector, food, pharmaceutics… The 

Company has been using traceability since the beginning and it turned out to be very useful. 

 We can describe the traceability as ascending or descending. Ascending traceability is to 

identify the production of one product, from the raw materials to the consumption. It allows to know 

the origins and the characteristics of a product and also to find the quality problem causes. 

Descending traceability allows identifying the finished products made from one batch of raw material 

and their final destinations. It is compulsory in case of recall of products since descending traceability 

allows identifying the locations of products in all stages of the supply chain. We can summarize those 

two types of traceability with the graph below:  

Raw material

Processing

Finished 
products

Distribution

Consumption

Ascending  traceability:
identify components 

and origins of a product

Descending traceability:
from the raw material 
batch, we can identify 

processed products 
locations

 
Ascending and descending traceability 

 

 Moreover, the traceability allows recording all events in the product life cycle. It must 

therefore keep record of: 

-all components analysis certificates and quality certifications. 

-all the controls that have been realised (for example, conditions of production). 

In brief, traceability is not only identification of products origins, it also records all the quality and 

safety concerned events that occurred during the life of the product.  
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4.3.2 Benefits of the traceability  

 Although traceability could seem profitable to consumers and mostly costly for the company, 

the benefits are actually real for the consumer, the company but also for the government. 

 For the consumer, the mains benefits are : 

-identify allergens in products (type of alcohol or others chemicals) 

-respect personal life choices (not tested on animals, respective of nature) 

-protect product safety by removing quickly products in case of emergency 

 It leads to better quality and allows the customer to know where the products have been 

made and with which component. 

 For the government, the mains benefits are: 

-protecting public health by improving the control in case of emergency (for example contamination 

of component1 or raw materials) 

-preventing fraud with certification of origins and analysis 

 For the company, the main benefits are: 

-the complying with relevant legislation 

-in case of problem, being very efficient in removing the defective products from sale and hence 

protect brand reputation 

-save a lot of money in case of emergency by avoiding looking for products everywhere 

-diagnose problems in production or within the components 

-to create different products by forbidding special actions (such testing on animals) or promoting 

others (using organic raw material, protection of environment…) 

-improve the production management and the supply chain efficiency 

 

 Moreover, the set up of traceability system in a company implies thinking on the company 

objectives and also on the production management. It is therefore a good occasion to review the 

manufacturing process and eventually make them evolve and thus improve the productivity while 

establishing traceability.  

 

 We can summarise the potential risks taken with a bad traceability in the graph below: 

 

 

  

Potential risks taken with wrong traceability 
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 A lack of traceability can lead to catastrophic consequences. Indeed, in case of trouble, the 

company value and the brand reputation would drop down as it was the case for Coca-Cola in 1999 

and Perrier in 1989. In 1999, French and Belgian governments banned Coca-Cola to distribute their 

products in France and Belgium due to inability to be clear on their traceability and thus causing 

public health risk. 

 

4.3.3 Current legislation 

  Nowadays, traceability is really developed in food industry mostly for public health safety. 

Strict laws and a European Food Safety Authority have been established. Those laws require that 

both ascending and descending traceability shall be established in all stages of production, 

processing and distribution. Strong controls are realised and no breach is allowed. 

 To comply with regulatory requirements (e.g., EU Regulation 178/2002 on food law, FDA  

requirements on establishment and maintenance of records (21 CFR 1) and guidance on recalls (21 

CFR 7.59), USDA requirements and guidance on recalls (FSIS Directive 8080.1), all component 

traceability data and product samples must be archived for a minimum period of four years. In case 

of trouble, samples would be analysed. 

 

 The regulation is even going to get stricter since from 11 July 2013 it will replace the “Sector 

Directive” which until now ensured that products circulate freely whilst guaranteeing a high level of 

protection for consumers. The provisions of the Regulation aim at ensuring that consumers’ health is 

protected and that they are well informed by monitoring the composition and labelling of products. 

The Regulation also provides for the assessment of product safety and the prohibition of animal 

testing. The following data will need to be recorded: 

-the name or registered name and the address of the responsible person 

-the country of origin for imported products 

-the weight or volume of the content at the time of packaging; 

-a use-by date for products kept in appropriate conditions 

-precautions for use, including for sector for professional use 

-the batch number of manufacture or the reference for identifying the The sector product 

-the list of ingredients, i.e. any substance or mixture intentionally used in the product during 

the process of manufacturing. 

 

 For example, as legislated, component1 suppliers provide a certificate of analysis which is 

basically the results of a laboratory analysis that certify the quality of products. On this certificate, 

the following data are specified: product name, product code, customer, customer code, purchase 

order number (cf. 4.1.1.3. The supply chain chart: a tool to help planning and checking procurement 

to understand the importance of purchase order number), the quantity, the date when the product 

was tested, the date when the product was manufactured, the results of the odour test, of the 

appearance test and of the density test, and finally an overall status. Those certificates of analysis are 

really important and are kept four years. In case of problem with a finished product, The Company 

would be able to track down to this certificate of analysis and further analysis could be realised to 

understand where the problem is.  
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4.3.4 Implementation of traceability 

 

 Before implementing traceability, four important points are to be considered: 

-the top managers need to be involved in the project. Indeed, they would decide clearly to give all 

the necessary means to the daily users for the implementation of traceability 

-the stakes are usually much more important than the ones envisaged earlier 

-in case of failure, the risks and costs are really important 

-the project cannot only focus on the production but also on the different services (marketing, sales, 

management, logistics...) 

 

In the following paragraphs, we will see on which sectors the reflection should be focused on. 

 

4.3.4.1 Supply chain concern 

 The company needs to think about the product flow from the choice of suppliers to the 

sending of finished products and how to guarantee the traceability at every stage. Critical points 

need to be pointed out. 

 

4.3.4.2 Supplier traceability 

 The company needs to ensure that its suppliers have got a traceability system or at least a 

product recall system. Each delivered raw material and components shall have a batch number 

provided by the supplier. 

 

4.3.4.3 Raw material and component stocktake 

 Location and stocktake of raw material (quantity and batch number) need to be thouroughly 

monitored. For this, The Company uses files and inventory sheets that are checked by one 

responsible worker and the production manager every time inventory is moved. In large companies, 

in order to track their component, they set Radio Frequency Identification which consists of an active 

or passive radio frequency applied to items that are tracked. For instance, the top 100 suppliers of 

Wal-Mart use the RFID technology. With this technology, not only the traceability is guaranteed, but 

the tracking gets faster and cheaper.  

4.3.4.4 Traceability at the processing stage 

 For each stage of manufacturing, the raw material and used components shall be clearly 

recorded. Every process received by a product shall be recorded. For instance, when formulation is 

done, a formulation sheet is provided to the worker who checks the different batches and quantities 

of the used components. At the end, this sheet is handed back to the production engineer who 

archives it and keeps it for four years. 

 

4.3.4.5 Order preparation 

 Every finished product that is sent shall be linked to the customer. At every moment, if a 

batch of product turns out to be defective, it must be possible to identify the concerned customers in 

order to recall products (this is actually the usefulness of descending traceability). The success of a 

traceability procedure generally lies in the flow organisation between workshops. 
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4.3.4.6  Size of lot 

 The lot size is crucial for many reasons such as inventory management but it is also crucial in 

case of product recall. Indeed, the lot size must be defined by the recall risk knowing that smaller 

batches allow recalling fewer products. In brief, the smaller the batch is, the finer is the traceability 

but the lower is the productivity. 

 

4.3.4.7  Identification system 

 It is necessary to set up a product identification system, a code that would allow tracing the 

product history. This could be for instance the date of manufacturing, the date of expiration or a 

company designed. At The Company, a batch number is assigned from the formulation date. As 

explained in a previous section, a batch number with 4 digits is allocated following the method 

below: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.4.8 Data to record and ways of storing 

 Owing to regulations and internal decisions, data must be recorded to ensure the product 

quality and origins. Any processing shall be recorded. Those data need to be stored for a specific 

period (at The Company, four years). At The Company, a file is kept for each component delivery with 

the quality inspection, the different batches and quantities. For the finished products, every process 

is recorded on a computer and a hand-copy is also kept. 

 Except samples of component1, no component samples are kept. Mostly, the traceability 

data are saved on excel files and regular backup are done.  

4.3.4.9  Training 

 No implementation can be successful if there are no employees training. Every employee 

from the managers to workers is concerned with traceability. Every employee needs to be aware 

what is required to maintain good traceability.  

4.3.4.10  System control efficiency 

 In order to check if the system is efficient, controls shall be done. It allows verifying the 

ascending and descending traceability and if necessary improving procedures. At The Company, such 

tests are regularly done by the production manager. 

  

4.3.4.11 Use of information system 

 Large companies usually have production and global information system that are 

computerised. With internet, tracking all data of product processes from raw material delivery to 

expedition of finished products is easier. Information systems really facilitate sharing and storing of 

1 2 1 1 

Number of passed days in 

the current year before 

formulation 

Last figures of the current year 

when formulation 
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information. ERP and Supply chain management software are currently the most used information 

systems. ERP systems provide transactional tracking and global visibility of information in a supply 

chain. With real-time information, the operational decisions are made easier to take. Moreover, they 

allow companies to keep track of information that can be consulted quickly and from everywhere 

with internet access. Supply chain management software is even more elaborated since they add 

analytical decision support to the visibility of information. In brief, ERP systems allow having much 

information on the supply chain while Supply Chain Management Systems help manager to take 

advantage of that information. 

 However, those systems are usually very costly. In order to save this investment but take 

advantages of those benefits, The Company decided to implement the modest different tools that 

we have seen in previous sections. Those tools are obviously less efficient and the information might 

be redundant however they facilitate the information storing. 

 

4.3.5 Limits of traceability 

 Too often traceability is thought to guarantee health safety of products. However, 

traceability by itself does not guarantee the healthiness of components nor prevent infection and 

contamination. Traceability is set up besides the quality system that guarantees prevention in case of 

non healthy products. For instance, traceability allows the company to know origins of problems due 

to one contaminated component1 but it does not allow actually detecting the contamination. Only 

quality control allows detecting problems (cf. 3.4. Quality)  

  

 Since traceability must be implemented throughout the whole supply chain, it includes 

suppliers. However, not every supplier can provide accurate traceability. Therefore, companies can 

possibly face troubles to choose suppliers especially for import products. For example, if we would 

buy component1 from Africa, it would be really difficult to trace component1 components although 

they would be much cheaper. 

 

  The more the traceability is accurate, the more productivity is likely to decrease if no 

reorganisation work is implemented. For example, if one wants to implement traceability for each 

unit, then extra operations are added; hence the lead time is raised. Moreover, between two 

batches, there is usually a break in the production due to the setting up of the batching machine and 

reorganisation of workstations. 

 

 When systems are too complex like in the case of assembly lines where many components 

are mixed in different process steps, traceability system implementation can be very difficult and 

complex. It might be easier to track only key components (for example, in The Company, the 

cellophane on the product has little influence on the public health and could not be tracked). 

 

 Finally, the cost of the traceability system can be very high depending on which products 

complexity degree and traceability accuracy the company wants to achieve. The main costs are: 

-the employees training 

-tasks time lost while acting on the traceability  

-tasks time lost while collecting information, controlling and managing it which can be significant 

depending on the company and its sector  

-reorganisation of production 
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-implementation of new automatic and I.T. systems  

5 The Company supply chain strategy: management and other issues 

5.1 Transportation 
 The transportation is usually one of the key points in supply chain management. Any supply's 

chain success is linked to the appropriate use of transportation. In The Company, all the 

transportation can be slow due to long production runs that allow time to bring in components. 

Moreover, the deliveries were not very frequent (for instance, once every 60 days for the product 

containers) because components were brought in large quantities in bulk. However, the storage costs 

were high although most of warehousing was done in The Company's factory. 

 

 Overall, the transportation costs were low due to use of slow modes of transportation such 

as sea or lorry. While air transport are very fast and mode of transportation, only small and high-

value items or time-sensitive products are likely to be transported. Sometimes, The Company uses 

package carriers to carry small packages such as samples to customers but high transportation costs 

are prohibitive for further utilisation. 

 

 For the finished products, The Company uses principally trucking that although more 

expensive, allows the door-to-door shipment.  The Company being a small structure does not have 

the means (and the needs) to hire a lorry driver and own a lorry. Therefore, The Company hires the 

service of a transportation company specialised in retail based industry, that undertakes partial (LTL: 

Less Than Truckload, PTL: Partial Truckload) and full (FTL: Full Truckload) transportation loads and 

provides speed, flexibility, punctual delivery, safety and constant updating while having competitive 

rates in view of the reliability. Through this company, The Company is able to deliver from stock in 

one or two days in UK and in less than a week in Europe. Those companies use consolidation to have 

lower transportation costs. 

 

 
  Ship used for the transportation of the product containers and component2 
container 
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5.2 Green supply chain 
 To be green is nowadays very popular. Green supply chain recognizes the disproportionate 

environmental impact of supply chain processes in an organisation and strives to limit it through 

different procedures and rules. While quite costly, it has a very good impact on the customers who 

highly appreciate that the products they bought respect the environment. The Company was actually 

a pioneer in this domain since they have been recycling most of their industrial waste from the actual 

factory creation. We will first study why companies should implement green supply chain and see 

benefits that they can reap. Then we will see how they can implement it without damaging their 

current supply chain. Finally, we will conclude on the evolution of the society towards greener way of 

consumption. 

5.2.1.1 Reasons to implement green supply chain 

 Green supply chain adds values in many areas such as: 

-employee satisfaction (the pride and comfort to work in a eco-friendly atmosphere for a green 

company) 

-environment sustainability 

-customer satisfaction (from the thinking to make a good actions) 

-reputation (green supply chain is an excellent argument to improve the reputation and the power of 

negotiation) 

-improvement of technologies (through review of process, great improvement can be realised) 

-profitability. 

-asset utilisation (the more a company uses his asset, the more it is efficient) 

-service level 

  

 Although, green supply chain implement is thought to be more costly than financially 

rentable, we can mention 3 examples illustrating that green supply chain can even raise profit: 

-Texas Instruments, digital signal processors designer and supplier, saves 8$ million each year by 

reducing its transit packaging budget for its semiconductor business through source reduction, 

recycling and use of reusable packaging systems (20% annual savings) 

-PepsiCo, a well-known grain-based snack foods and beverages manufacturer, saved $44 million by 

switching from corrugated to reusable plastic shipping containers for one litre and 20-ounce product 

containers, conserving 196 million pounds of corrugated material. 

-Dow Corning, a leading global silicone supplier, saved $2.3 million by using reconditioned steel 

drums in 1995 and also conserved 7.8 million pounds of steel.  

 

 In fact, green supply chain management is a driver. Indeed, in general, pollution and waste 

represent incomplete, ineffective, or inefficient use of raw material and finding the reasons and take 

actions lead usually to global supply chain efficiency improvement. Moreover at long term, green 

supply chain implementation allows to 

-improve agility. Indeed, green supply chain management help mitigate risks and speed innovations. 

-increase adaptability. Indeed, green supply chain analysis often leads to innovative processes and 

continuous improvements. 

-promotes alignment. Indeed, green supply chain management involves negotiating policies with 

suppliers and customers, which results in better alignment of business processes and principles. 
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5.2.1.2 Implementation  

 Strategies and actions to become an eco-friendly company with a green supply chain are 

large. Owing to the funds that are available, some actions at short term or at long term are possible.  

 

 Those actions shall be focused on every process summarised on the graph below: 

 
 At short term, actions should target the processes that are totally controlled and do not 

imply a full reorganisation of the company. Actions if not already implemented are: 

-separate the rubbish for recycling 

-use recycled paper 

-choose eco-friendly packaging 

-install energy-saving light-bulb 

-shut down every useless light (at night or in not in use area) and in the same manner decrease air-

conditioning and heating consumption 

 At long term, actions impact more on the factory organisation and on costs. However, the 

company could try to review process and strive to: 

-optimise transports and limit business trips to decrease fuel consumption 

-optimise storage area and thus decrease energy needs (lights, heating or air-conditioning) 

-decrease the rubbish volume and change the treatment. 

 

 At The Company, both short terms and long terms have been taken. All the drums used for 

the formulation of product are returnable. The Company pays a deposit when it receives the goods 

and is refunded when on the next delivery, the supplier takes back the drums that are later cleaned 

and reused. Moreover, all the cardboard boxes used to pack sent by suppliers are recycled by a 

caritative company (for a very modest price) that comes once a week to collect those rubbish. Those 

cardboard are then recycled and reused. While I was in The Company, the marketing manager was 

discussing with customers to suppress the merchandisers (cardboard displays used to pack the 

products in addition to shippers). It would remove one stage in the process and use two components 

less (merchandisers and shrinkwrapping used to protect merchandisers). About the energy use, The 

Company employees are involved to decrease their impact. Only the offices and the working area are 

warmed up during winter and no air-conditioning is used during summer (only fans are used when it 

is really hot). All lights are usually off during daytime due to large openings in the buildings and 

before to leave, one worker is responsible to turn off all lights, taps and heating systems. Finally, 

transports are optimised and their frequency was trying to be minimised during my internship 

through sales analysis and better forecasts.  
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 Below, we can see the hierarchy of actions that can be taken from short to long term: 

 

 
Pollution prevention hierarchy 

 

5.2.1.3 Towards a greener way of consumption and society 

 Since the 1990's decade, companies decided to take actions towards greener production. 

Consumers were not really used to recycling and new logos and recycling system have been designed 

in order to limit our impact on the environment. The Company decided to take part in this society 

evolution and all its products have each of those logos: 

 

"Doctormo Put Rubbish In Bin" is a logo that invites the consumer to put rubbish in the bin 

instead of in the street. It is considered as a tool of awareness-raising. 

  

 

This logo represents the European network of industry-funded systems for recycling the 

packaging materials of consumer goods. The logo "Green Dot" means that the 

manufacturing company is supporting financially a system of collection and recycling. 

 

 

 The "Leaping Bunny Logo" is an internationally recognized logo guaranteeing consumers 

that no animal tests were used in the development/production of any product carrying the 

Logo. This Logo can be seen on packaging, advertising, and point-of-sale purchases for 

sector and household products around the world   
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5.3 Management 
 The management culture is really important in a company and influences both internal and 

external relationships. The company culture and thus way of managing can be summarised in the 

following table. The more the company culture is on the right side, the more the company culture is 

likely to support his goals. In bold are the The Company's aspects that are going to be discussed in 

this section. 

Aspects Blame culture Sane culture Gain culture 

Goals Announced Communicated Agreed 

Information Status symbol and 
power based 

Traded Abundant 

Motivation Manipulative Focused on staff 
needs 

A clear goals 

Decisions From above Partly delegated Staff take them 

Mistakes Are only made by staff Responsibility is taken Are allowed as 
learning lessons 

Conflicts Are unwelcome and 'put 
down' 

Are mastered Source of innovation 

Control From above Partly delegated Fully delegated 

Management style Authoritarian/aggressive Cooperative Participative/assertive 

Authority Requires obedience Requires cooperation Requires collaboration 

Manager Absolute ruler and feels 
superior 

Problem solver and 
decision maker 

 Change strategist and 
self confident 

 

 From this table, we can see that The Company's aspects of management are mostly positive 

and based on the trust which is fundamental. Every employee at The Company needs to get involved 

in the good functioning of the company. We can mention one example that illustrates this motto 

"one for all and all for one": every manager has a cleaning or maintenance task such as sweeping the 

office, change the water drum in the water-fountain. Thus, the management style got more 

participative. We can mention another example which is the morning meeting. It is a 5 minutes 

meeting where realistic daily goals are set in a participative way between workers and production 

manager and previous day results are communicated. Every problem is to be mentioned during this 

meeting, thus improving the communication, decreasing the risks of mistakes and motivating 

workers who thus do not feel abandoned. 

 Extensive trust is the goal of The Company's management and implies necessary qualities 

and actions: 

-doing what you say you will do 

-going beyond conventional expectations 

-undertaking open and honest communication 

-being patient 

-acccepting and admitting mistakes 

-ensuring the other party gets a fair outcome 

 

 A good manager always needs to ask whether employees know what he/she is supposed to 

do, employees have the means to determine whether he/she is doing the job correctly and whether 

employee have the authority and means to correct the process when something is wrong. If one of 

those questions is negative, then actions must be taken as soon as possible. 
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 Employee’s motivation is one of the most important points in a factory especially in mass-

production. Managers can enhance employee motivation through the interaction between leaders 

and employee (for example through formal and informal meetings), pride of workmanship (for 

example by giving production results), challenging job and responsibilities (in The Company, the 

more an employee stays in the company, the more responsibilities he gets), non-faulty 

system(knowing that faulty-system are one of the main reason of demotivation, strong collaboration 

is held between technicians and engineers to improve systems), transparency in information, listen 

to the employees(in The Company, every employee can have an informal chat with managers in any 

case of trouble and they actually do it), cash and safety. 

 

 Finally, in a supply chain, people are likely to work with many different persons and it is 

impossible to know them. However, there is a quick way to mirror the personality of someone which 

is really useful while trading. Indeed, people can be "classified" as left-brain sided people or right 

brain sided people. This is also known as ABC personality types (A corresponds to a mix of left-brain 

and right-brain personality, B to right-brain personality and C to left-brain personality). Their 

personality can be described as in the following table: 

 

 Although not everybody cannot completely be categorised, those personality types 

description can be useful when meeting new suppliers or customers to picture them quicker.  
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5.4 Development of new products 
 In case of development of new products, the following stages need to be followed: 

Supplier selection

Establish 
formulation

Establish logistics 
files to record 

components and 
finished stock

For every new 
supplier, analyse 

component

Set quality samples

 

Implication of development of new product for supply chain organisation 

 We had one new product when I was in The Company and we had to follow all those steps. 

Any breach in this procedure could lead to serious troubles especially in stock accuracy, quality and 

traceability. I noticed that strong collaboration with the different participants of the supply chain is 

essential in order to succeed.  
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6 Conclusion 
 

 

 The aim of this master thesis was to make a parallel between theoretical study on supply 

chain management and the practical case. I wanted especially to study the production management 

and the tools that are used practically in supply chain management. Through this experience and this 

thesis, I have therefore got the opportunity to see and manage many practical examples of supply 

chain areas that can illustrate what kind of problems one can face while managing part of supply 

chain, the way one solves it and the trade-off that are made. 

 

 The need of more control and analysis brought us to the creation, development and 

implementation of two supply chain management tools. After 6 months of implementation, the tool 

used to plan orders and check their status is used by both production engineer to make the 

production schedule from the delivery date, the purchase manager to plan the buying and check the 

stage of delivery and the director who uses this tool to get an overview of the different active 

projects. The production analysis tool has provided figures that are used to plan more finely the 

production and give more realistic targets to employees. 

 

 Besides, the study of traceability allowed the production manager to improve the system and 

to reorganise the sampling system and standard products.  

 

 In brief, this thesis brought us many elements on supply chain management and allows us to 

compare with large supply chain. Guidelines can be used in both small and large companies while 

keeping in mind all the constraints that are coming into play. 
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